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Curion is a full-service product and package 

consumer insights firm focused on driving impact for 

your business. We mitigate risk of marketplace failure 

by ensuring that only products of quality and 

character will be introduced to the market, providing 

repeatable delight to your consumers. 

Who is 
Curion?
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• Claims Substantiation

• Consumer Experience 

• Food Quality Assurance

• In Context Food Experience

• Prototype Selection

• Product & Packaging 

Optimization

• Shelf Life

• Usage, Attitude and Behavior

• Application and Removal

• Beauty Panel Development

• Claims Substantiation

• Consumer Experience

• Longwear Durability 

• Product Selection and 

Optimization

• Shade Matching

• Claims Substantiation

• Consumer Experience Journey

• Durable Packaging 

Assessment

• Fragrance Evaluations

• Prototype Selection

• Prototype Optimization

• Safety & Efficacy expectations

• Usage, Attitude and Behavior

• Consumer Experience 

• Menu Development

• Menu Optimization

• Culinary Prototyping

• Food Quality

• Food Experience

• In-Restaurant vs 

Take Home Experience

• Claims Substantiation

• Attitude and Behavior

• Claims Substantiation

• Consumer Experience Journey

• Durable/Storability

• Ease/Usability

• Functionality

• Product/Packaging Selection

• Optimized Packaging

• Quality Assurance 

• Consumer experience 

• Claims substantiation

• Beverage quality assurance

• In-context beverage 

experience

• Prototype selection

• Product and packaging 

optimization

• Shelf life

• Usage, attitude, and behavior

We drive 
impact for top 
F500 firms
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Product

Context

Experience

Packaging

Consumer

Product

The star of the show. We 

analyze each attribute of your 

product from every angle and 

situation, powering a new kind 

of product understanding.

Context

Everything is relative. We test 

your product in a myriad of 

different situations to tell a 

story and reveal robust insights 

for pivotal innovation.

Experience

The tiniest details working in 

tandem to create consumers’ 

interactions with your 

products.Our methodologies fuel 

total experience transparency.

Packaging

Your product’s first impression. 

Curion understands how vital 

packaging is to your product’s 

narrative and ensures next level 

satisfaction.

Consumer

Endlessly complex, unpredictable, 

and often erratic. Our alchemy of 

methodologies analyzes their 

mindsets from various angles and 

demystifies the consumer.

With a holistic approach, we design a custom 

solution leveraging the right methodologies and 

tools. 

The result: better targeting, better positioning, 

better strategy, and more impact.

Design: a holistic 
approach to 
research
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How did we support an elevated 

Famous Amos recipe?
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Acquisition & Opportunity

Ferrara began managing Famous Amos in 2019 with the aspiration of elevating 

this well-known brand to invigorate a new generation of cookie buyers.

Ferrara & Famous Amos
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Famous Amos: Wonders From the World

Part of the journey of relaunching the brand was to bring best in class ingredients to 

the consumer. Ferrara now needed to capture consumer excitement once they tasted 

the new recipe.

Ferrara came to 

Curion with two 

key objectives:

O b j e c t i v e  2

How do we generate sales 

support for a new launch of an 

in-market product?

O b j e c t i v e  1

How do we generate content for 

sales stories, beyond quantitative 

data?
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The Plan
Seeing and hearing 
consumer’s feedback 

35 Famous Amos Heavy Users

How do current Famous Amos users react to when 

they get to taste the new formula? 

How do they react when they know it’s a new and 

improved version? 

30-minute Quantitative Taste Test with Testimonial 

Style Video Feedback

Curion Chicago and New York Metro sites
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Study Flow

Quantitative Survey

Key acceptability metrics 

Survey

Video Testimonial

“Describe your overall 

impression of the product”

Testimonial

Quantitative Survey 

Key acceptability metrics 

Survey 

Reveal

“The first product you tried 

was the new Famous 

Amos”

Reveal

Video Testimonial

“Describe your overall 

impression of the product”

Testimonial
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VIDEO

https://curioninsights-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/jkreger/Ec3__MBH2elNtQcogEjD6bUBv5LEjdvfYGpTfNLF2WsQag?e=kNG1SX

https://curioninsights-my.sharepoint.com/:v:/p/jkreger/Ec3__MBH2elNtQcogEjD6bUBv5LEjdvfYGpTfNLF2WsQag?e=kNG1SX
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Key Learnings

"Tastes just like my grandmother's 

homemade cookies."

"Very chocolatey, which I enjoy. I can 

really taste all the chocolate chips."

"That is definitely one of the best 

chocolate chip cookies I've ever had."

"How likely would I be to purchase 

the new cookie? 100%!"

"Because it's Famous Amos, I would 

pay more it."
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Video Analysis Capability 

“powdery” 

Curion filtered 5 hours of footage into a 2 minute 

highlight reel 
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Impact

“This research is great! I can’t wait to share it 

at our next internal review and get the clip 

over to our buyers.” – Brand Lead at Ferrara

Benefits of this methodology

› Observe visceral consumer reactions to 

our new recipe

› Capture facial expressions when trying 

our product

› Understand how consumers think about 

our product compared to competitors

› Opportunity to fine tune our recipe
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Key Takeaways 

VOICE 
OF THE 

CUSTOMER  

AGILE, COST 
EFFECTIVE 

METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH 
THAT GENERATES 

BUZZ
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Q & A



Thank You


